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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

' Pacific Gas and Electric Company- . Docket No. 50-275
'77 Beale' Street- License No. DPR-76 >

Room 1435:
San Francisco, California 94106' Docket No. 50-323

'Construction Permit
CPPR-69

:As'a' result of the inspection conducted on July 11 - 29, 1983, and-in
Jaccordance with the NRC Enforcement. Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C),
47 FR 9887 (March 9, 1982), the following violation was identified:

10 CFR.50,: Appendix B, Criterion V, a's implemented by Section 17.1.5.of the ;

-FSAR and the PG&E Quality' Assurance Manual Section V states in part that,
" Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,

.

procedures, or drawings...and shall be accompl.ished in accordance with these
. instructions, procedures; or drawings..."

1. Pullman Power Products, Engineering Specification Diablo (ESD) Number 223
states as follows: |

Paragraph 6~.4.3.3, "That Field Q.C. Inspector shall verify that all
_ ,

locknuts..are in place and tight and that there-is full thread engagement s->
at all connections," p'-

Paragraph 6.4.2.3,'"All nuts shall be tightened to the snug tight P
condition. Torquing shall not be required except where specifically
noted on-the drawin'g'," and!

Paragraph 6.5.3.3 states that " Field QC Inspector shall inspect these
,

installations applying tolerances indicated in other sections of this
-

specification (e.g., weld. sizes, gaps, etc.)."

Contrary to the-above, during inspections on July 11-29, 1983, the following ,

were identified:

Unit 1

a. Pipe Support Number 46-9V1

There.was no locking device on top of the spring can. The
L ; turnbuckle was not equipped with locknuts at top or bottom. The
L ' threaded rod'at the. top of turnbuckle did not have full thread'

engagement.
~

'U it 2n.

.

a. . Spray Ring Support Number 20-94R

A nut and bolt assembly on a T-shoe clamp was found to b'e loose (only ,

finger tight) and~a.one inch thick metal wedge was forced in the A
;

' N[ , (| horizontal-gap and taped in place. -
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b. . Spray Rins Support Number 414-43R
1

'

. 2The nut on each of two large bolts on the bridge beam of this assembly- j
were.found to be-loose (finger tight).-

,

2.- Howard P. Foley . Quality Control procedure, QCPE-9 for " Installation of-.

. electrical raceways,' junction and terminal boxes", states as follows:

!. . Paragraph 4.7.8 "Where applicable, concrete anchor connection to surface
.may be replaced with bolted connection (size of bolt to be the same as

-

anchor) to embedded unistrut, or thru bolts (see detail S-68)-to Class Ii
'

concrete block . wall, or stud. . .'?.

Paragraph'4.7.7 " Hex nuts on new installations shall be a minimum of
'

. ,

one(1) full thread past the end of the bol't (Reference 050029 Misc.
Note 27)."

i
'

r

Contrary.to the above, during inspections on July 11-29, 1983, the
following condition was identified:

'

' Unit 1
.

a. Electrical Raceway Support H 115-6-105
.

A washer and nut.were found to be missing from thru-bolt which
secures S-6 brace to class I concrete block wall. ""

.

- All of the above supports had been examined and accepted by Quality Control. /*

prior to this inspection,.; '

- These are Severity I.evel IV violatione. (3upplement' II).

Pursuant.to.the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201,-Pacific Gas and Electric Company *

is hereby' required to submit to this office within thirty days of the_date of
this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply, including: (1) the
cortective steps which have been taken and the results achieved;-

i -(2)-corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further items of
; noncompliance; and.(3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Consideration may be given to extending your response time for good cause
shown.
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Dated C B.(fwetzif Chlefr ,

Engineering Peograms Section*
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